This paper discusses algorithms and software for the enumeration of all lattice points inside a rational convex polytope: we describe LattE, a computer package for lattice point enumeration which contains the first implementation of A. Barvinok's algorithm (Math. Oper. Res. 19 (1994) 
Introduction
Counting lattice points inside convex polyhedra is a truly fundamental and useful step in many mathematical investigations. It appears, for instance, in the context of combinatorics (MacMahon, 1960; Stanley, 1997) , representation theory (Kirillov, 2001; Schmidt and Bincer, 1984) , statistics (Diaconis and Gangolli, 1995; Fienberg et al., 2001) , and number theory (Beck, 2000; Nijehuis and Wilf, 1972) . Lattices and polytopes are at the foundation of discrete optimization (Grötschel et al., 1993; Schrijver, 1986) . This justifies the development of computer software that could count or list all lattice points in an arbitrary rational convex polyhedron.
In the 1980's H. Lenstra created an algorithm to detect integer points in polyhedra, based on the LLL algorithm and the idea of short vectors (Grötschel et al., 1993; Lenstra, 1983) . As a consequence, solving integer programming problems with a fixed number of variables can be done in time polynomial in the size of the input. We are not aware of any implementation of Lenstra's original algorithm, but there have been already efforts to investigate the practical value of these ideas. For example, Cook et al. (1993) have implemented the integer programming algorithm of Lovász and Scarf (1992) , which is similar in structure to Lenstra's algorithm. In addition, Aardal and collaborators (Aardal et al., 2002a (Aardal et al., ,b, 1998 have written fairly effective modifications of the LLL procedure for testing integer feasibility. In the 1990's, on the basis of work by the geometers Brion, Khovanski, Lawrence, and Pukhlikov, Barvinok created an algorithm for counting integer points inside polyhedra that runs in polynomial time for fixed dimension (see Barvinok, 1994; Barvinok and Pommersheim, 1999 , and the references within). Shortly after Barvinok's breakthrough, Dyer and Kannan (1997) modified the original algorithm of Barvinok, which originally relied on Lenstra's result, giving a new proof that integer programming problems with a fixed number of variables can be solved in polynomial time. In Section 2, extending the work initiated in De Loera and , we describe the first ever implementation of Barvinok's algorithm valid for arbitrary rational polytopes: the program LattE.
In Section 3 we present some computational experience with our current implementation of LattE. We report on experiments with families of well-known rational polytopes: multiway contingency tables, knapsack type problems, and rational polygons. We demonstrate that LattE competes with commercial branch-and-bound software and solves very hard instances, enumerating some examples that had never been dealt with before. We also tested the performance in the case of two-way contingency tables and Kostant's partition function where special purpose software has already been written (Baldoni-Silva and Vergne, 2001; Beck and Pixton, 2003; Mount, 2000) . In Section 4 we present formulas for the Ehrhart quasi-polynomials of several hypersimplices and truncations of cubes (e.g. the 24 cell). We show solid evidence that Barvinok's ideas are practical and can be used to solve non-trivial problems, both in integer programming and symbolic computing. In the last section of the paper we survey some other algorithms for lattice point enumeration. In particular, we sketch the homogenized Barvinok algorithm. Like the original Barvinok algorithm it runs in polynomial time when the dimension is fixed but it is in practice faster when the number of facet-defining inequalities is much smaller than the number of vertices. 
LattE's implementation of Barvinok's algorithm
In 1994 Barvinok (Barvinok, 1994) gave an algorithm that counts lattice points in convex rational polyhedra in polynomial time when the dimension of the polytope is fixed. In this section, we go through the steps of Barvinok's algorithm, showing how we implemented them in LattE. Barvinok's algorithm relies on two important new ideas: the use of rational functions as efficient data structures and the signed decompositions of cones into unimodular cones.
The The goal is to output a short formula for the multivariate generating function f (P) = a∈P∩Z d z a . Here and throughout the paper, z a = z Theorem 1 (Brion, 1988; Lawrence, 1991) . Let P be a rational polyhedron and let V (P) be the vertex set of P. Then, f (P) = v∈V ( P) f (K (P, v) ).
Example 2. Consider the integral quadrilateral shown in Fig. 1 . The vertex V 1 is (0, 0), V 2 = (5, 0), V 3 = (4, 2), and V 4 = (0, 2).
We obtain four rational generation functions whose formulas are
Indeed, the result of adding the rational functions is equal to the polynomial
In order to use Brion's theorem for counting lattice points in convex polyhedra, we need to know how to compute the rational generating function of convex rational pointed cones. For polyhedral cones this generating function is a rational function whose numerator and denominator have a well-understood geometric meaning (see in Stanley (1997, Chapter 4) and in Stanley (1980, Corollary 4.6 .8) for a clear explanation). We already have a "simple" formula when the cone is simplicial. Let {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k } be a set of linearly independent integral vectors of R d , where k ≤ d. Let K be a cone which is generated by
It is well known (Stanley, 1997 ) that the generating function for the lattice points in K equals
Thus, to derive a formula for arbitrary pointed cones one could decompose them into simplicial cones, via a triangulation, and then apply the formula above and the inclusion-exclusion principle in Stanley (1980, Proposition 1.2) . Instead, Barvinok's idea is that it is more efficient to further decompose each simplicial cone into simplicial unimodular cones. A unimodular cone is a simplicial cone with generators {u 1 , . . . , u k } that form an integral basis for the lattice R{u 1 , . . . , u k } ∩ Z d . Note that in this case the numerator of the formula has a single monomial; in other words, the parallelepiped has only one lattice point.
Simplicial signed decompositions
We now focus our attention on how the cone decomposition is done. To decompose a cone into simplicial cones the first step is to obtain a triangulation (a triangulation of a cone C in dimension d is a collection of d-dimensional simplicial cones such that their union is C, their interiors are disjoint, and any pair of them intersect in a (possibly empty) common face). There are efficient algorithms, when the dimension is fixed, for obtaining a triangulation (see Aurenhammer and Klein (2000) and Lee (1997) for details). In LattE we use the well-known Delaunay triangulation which we compute via a convex hull calculation. The idea is to "lift" the rays of the cone into a higher dimensional paraboloid by adding a new coordinate which is the sum of the squares of the other coordinates, take the lower convex hull of the lifted points, and then "project" back those simplicial facets. We use Fukuda's implementation in CDD (Fukuda, 2001 ) of this lift-and-project algorithm. This is not the only choice of triangulation, and definitely not the smallest one. In Section 5 we discuss some situations when the choice of triangulation in fact gives a better rational function.
In principle, one could at this point list the points of the fundamental parallelepiped, for example, using a fast Hilbert bases code such as 4ti2 (Hemmecke, 2002) or NORMALIZ (Bruns and Kock, 2001) , and then use formula ( * ) for a general simplicial cone. Theoretically this is bad because the number of lattice points in the parallelepiped is exponentially large already for fixed dimension. In practice, this can often be done and in some situations is useful. Barvinok instead decomposes each simplicial cone as a (signed) sum of simplicial unimodular cones. To be more formal, for a set
We want to express the indicator function of a simplicial cone as an integer linear combination of the indicator functions of unimodular simplicial cones. There is a nice valuation from the algebra of indicator functions of polyhedra to the field of rational functions (Barvinok and Pommersheim, 1999) , and many of its properties can be used in the calculation. For example, the valuation is zero when the polyhedron contains a line.
Theorem 3 (Barvinok and Pommersheim, 1999, Theorem 3.1) . There is a valuation f from the algebra of indicator functions of rational polyhedra into the field of multivariate rational functions such that for any polyhedron P,
Therefore once we have a unimodular cone decomposition, the rational generating function of the original cone is a signed sum of "simplicial" rational functions. Next we focus on how to decompose a simplicial cone into unimodular cones.
Let u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u d be linearly independent integral vectors which generate a simplicial cone K . We denote the index of K by ind(K ); it tells how far K is from being unimodular. 
Let K be a rational pointed simplicial cone. Consider the closed parallelepiped
Note that this parallelepiped Γ is centrally symmetric and one can show that the volume of Γ is 2 d . Minkowski's First Theorem (Schrijver, 1986) guarantees that because Γ ⊂ R d is a centrally symmetric convex body with volume ≥ 2 d , there exists a non-zero lattice point w inside Γ . We will use w to build the decomposition.
We need to find w explicitly. We take essentially the approach suggested by Dyer and Kannan (1997) . We require a subroutine that computes the shortest vector in a lattice. For fixed dimension this can be done in polynomial time using lattice basis reduction (this follows trivially from Schrijver (1986, Corollary 6.4b, page 72) ). It is worth observing that when the dimension is not fixed the problem becomes NP-hard (Ajtai, 1996) . We use the basis reduction algorithm of Lenstra, Lenstra, and Lovász (Grötschel et al., 1993; Schrijver, 1986) to find a short vector. Given A, an integral d × d matrix whose columns generate a lattice, LLL's algorithm outputs A , a new d × d matrix, spanning the same lattice as is generated by A. The column vectors of A , u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u d , are short and nearly orthogonal to each other, and each u i is an approximation of the shortest vector in the lattice, in terms of Euclidean length. It is well known (Schrijver, 1986 ) that there exists a unique unimodular matrix U such that AU = A .
The method proposed in Dyer and Kannan (1997) for finding w is the following.
where the u i are the rays of the simplicial cone we wish to decompose. Compute the reduced basis of A −1 using the LLL algorithm. Let A be the reduced basis of A −1 . Dyer and Kannan observed that we can find the smallest vector with respect to the l ∞ norm by searching over all linear integral combinations of the column vectors of A with small coefficients. We call this search the enumeration step. Let λ be the smallest vector in the lattice spanned by A with respect to the l ∞ norm. We know that there exists a unique unimodular matrix U such that A = A −1 U . Minkowski's theorem for the l ∞ norm implies that for the non-singular matrix A , there exists a non-zero integral vector z such that Schrijver (1986) . We can set
Since A −1 and A span the same lattice, there exists an integral vector w ∈ R d such that λ = A −1 w. Then, we have
Note that w is a non-zero integral vector which is a linear integer combination of the generators u i of the cone K with possibly negative coefficients, and with coefficients at most |ind(K )| −1/d . Therefore, we have found a non-zero integral vector w ∈ Γ . In LattE, we try to avoid the enumeration step because it is very costly. Instead, we choose λ to be the shortest of the columns in A . This may not be the smallest vector, but for practical purposes, it often decreases the |ind(K )| just like for the shortest vector. Experimentally we have observed that we rarely use the enumeration step.
In the next step of the algorithm, for i = 1, 2, . . . , d, we set
Now, we have to show that for each i , ind
There is one more technical condition that w needs to satisfy. This is that w and u 1 , . . . , u d belong to an open half-space (Barvinok, 1994, Lemma 5.2) . This is easy to achieve as either the w we found or −w satisfy this condition. We can now decompose the original cone K into cones
This sum of indicator functions carries signs which depend on the position of w with respect to the interior or exterior of K . We iterate this process until K i becomes a unimodular cone for i = 1, 2, . . . , d. For implementing Barvinok's decomposition of cones, we use the package NTL of Shoup (2003) to compute the reduced basis of a cone and to compute with matrices and determinants. All our calculations were done in exact long integer arithmetic using the routines integrated in NTL. Here is the pseudo-code of the algorithm and an example. else set z := −z. 
Algorithm 5 (Barvinok's Decomposition of a Simplicial Cone).

Input
return all elements in Uni.
It is very important to remark that, in principle, one also needs to keep track of lower dimensional cones present in the decomposition for the purpose of writing the inclusion-exclusion formula of the generating function f (K ). For example in Fig. 2 we have counted a ray twice, and thus it needs to be removed.
But this is actually not necessary thanks to Brion's polarization trick (Barvinok and Pommersheim, 1999, Remark 4.3) . Let K * be the dual cone to K . Apply the iterative procedure above to K * instead of K , ignoring the lower dimensional cones. This can be done because once we polarize the result back, the contribution of the lower dimensional cones is zero with respect to the valuation that assigns to an indicator function its generating function counting the lattice points (Barvinok and Pommersheim, 1999, Corollary 2.8 ).
In the current implementation of LattE we do the following:
(1) Find the vertices of the polytope and their defining supporting cones.
(2) Compute the polar cone to each of the cones.
(3) Apply the Barvinok decomposition to each of the polars.
(4) Polarize back the cones to obtain a decomposition, into full-dimensional unimodular cones, of the original supporting cones.
(5) Recover the generating function of each cone and, by Brion's theorem, of the whole polytope.
Here is an example of how we carry out the decomposition. By enumerating the column vectors, we can verify that (
T is the smallest vector with respect to l ∞ in the lattice generated by the column vectors of A −1 . So, we have z = (1, 0) T . Then, we have two cones:
The second cone is unimodular of index −1 which is the same sign as the determinant of A. Thus, Uni = Uni ∪ 0 1 1 0
; assign K 1 = 1. The first cone has determinant 2. So, we assign K 2 = −1. Since the first cone is not unimodular, we have NonUni =
Then, we have det(A) = 2 and
2 ) T is the smallest vector with respect to l ∞ , we have z = (1, 3) T . So, we get two cones:
The first matrix has negative determinant, which is not of the same sign as the determinant of its parent matrix A. Since A = −1, we assign to the first cone K 4 = 1 and the second one has positive determinant, so we assign to it K 3 = 1. Since both of them are unimodular, we take them into Uni and since NonUni is empty, we end the while loop and print all elements in Uni. This gives a full decomposition:
See Fig. 3 for an example.
From the previous example, we notice that the determinant of each cone gets much smaller in each step. This is not an accident as Theorem 4 guarantees that the cardinality of the index set I of cones in the decomposition is bounded polynomially in terms of the determinant of the input matrix. We have looked experimentally at how many levels of iteration are necessary to carry out the decomposition. We observed experimentally that it often grows linearly with the dimension. We tested two kinds of instances. We used random square matrices whose entries are between 0 and 9, thinking of their columns as the generators of a cone centered at the origin. We tested from 2 × 2 matrices all the way to 8 × 8 matrices, and we tested fifteen random square matrices for each dimension. We show the results in Table 1 . For computation, we used a 1 GHz Pentium PC machine running Red Hat Linux.
The second set of examples comes from the Birkhoff polytope B n of doubly stochastic matrices (Schrijver, 1986) . Each vertex of the polytope is a permutation matrix which is a 0/1 matrix whose column sums and row sums are all 1 (Schrijver, 1986) . We decompose the cone with vertex at the origin and whose rays are the n! permutation matrices. The results are reported in Table 2 .
From cones to rational functions and counting
Once we decompose all cones into simplicial unimodular cones, it is easy to find the generating function attached to the i th cone K i . In the denominator there is a product (Barvinok and Pommersheim, 1999 , Lemma 4.1). Brion's theorem says the sum of the rational functions coming from the unimodular cones at the vertices is a polynomial with one monomial per lattice point inside the input polytope. One might think that to compute the number of lattice points inside a given convex polyhedron, one could directly substitute the value of 1 at each of the variables. Unfortunately, (1, 1, . . . , 1) is a singularity of all the rational functions. Instead we discuss the method used in LattE to compute this value, which is different from that presented by Barvinok (Barvinok and Pommersheim, 1999) . The typical generating function of lattice points inside a unimodular cone forms
where z a is monomial in d variables, each A i (cone vertex) and B i j (a generator of cone i ) are integer vectors of length d, i ranges over all cones given, j ranges over the generators of cone i , and E[i ] is 1 or −1. Adding these rational functions and simplifying would yield the polynomial function of the lattice point of the polytope. Now this is practically impossible as the number of monomials is too large. But calculating the number of monomials in this polynomial is equivalent to evaluating the limit as z i goes to 1 for all i . We begin by finding an integer vector λ and making the substitution z i → t λ i . This is with the intention of obtaining a univariate polynomial. To do this, λ must be picked such that there is no zero denominator in any cone expression, i.e. no dot product of λ with a B i j can be zero.
Barvinok showed that such a λ can be picked in polynomial time by choosing points on the moment curve. Unfortunately, this method yields large values in the entries of λ. Instead we try random vectors with small integer entries, allowing small increments if necessary, until we find λ. Since we are essentially trying to avoid a measure zero set, this process terminates very quickly in practice. After substitution, we have expressions of the form ±t
, where N i and D i j are integers. Notice that this substitution, followed by summing these expressions, yields the same polynomial as would result from first summing and then substituting. This follows from the fact that we can take Laurent series expansions, and the sum of a Laurent series is equal to the Laurent series of the sum of the original expressions.
Also, note that we have the following identity:
.
After substitution we have the univariate (Laurent) polynomial such that:
With the purpose of avoiding large exponents in the numerators, we factor out a power of t, say t c . Now we need to evaluate the sum of these expressions at t = 1, but we cannot evaluate these expressions directly at t = 1 because each has a pole there. Consider the Laurent expansion of the sum of these expressions about t = 1. The expansion must evaluate at t = 1 to the finite number α∈ P∩Z d 1. It is a Taylor expansion and its value at t = 1 is simply the constant coefficient. If we expand each expression about t = 1 individually and add them up, it will yield the same result as adding the expressions and then expanding (again the sum of Laurent expansions is the Laurent expansion of the sum of the expressions). Thus, to obtain the constant coefficient of the sum, we add up the constant coefficients of the expansions about t = 1 of each summand. Computationally, this is accomplished by substituting t = s + 1 and expanding about s = 0 via a polynomial division. Summing up the constant coefficients with proper accounting for E[i ] and proper decimal accuracy yields the desired result: the number of lattice points in the polytope. Before the substitution t = s + 1 we rewrite each rational function in the sum (recall t c was factored to keep exponents small);
in such a way that D i j > 0 for all i, j . This requires the powers of t at each numerator to be modified, and the sign E[i ] is also adjusted to E [i ] . Then the substitution t = s + 1 yields
where it is evident that, in each summand, the pole s = 0 has an order equal to the number of factors in the denominator. This is the same as the number of rays in the corresponding cone and we denote this number by d. Thus the summand for cone i can be rewritten as 
Therefore, we want to obtain c d which is the coefficient of the constant term of P i /Q i . We do this by means of the following recurrence relation (Henrici, 1974) : Example 7 (A Triangle). Let us consider three points in two dimensions such that V 1 = (0, 1), V 2 = (1, 0), and V 3 = (0, 0). Then, the convex hull of V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 is a triangle in two dimensions. We want to compute the number of lattice points by using the method above. Let K i be the vertex cone at V i for i = 1, 2, 3. Then, we have the rational functions
We choose a vector λ such that the inner products of λ and the generators of K i are not equal to zero. We choose λ = (1, −1) in this example. Then, reduce multivariate to univariate with λ, so that we have
,
We want all the denominators to have positive exponents. We simplify them in order to eliminate negative exponents in the denominators with simple algebra. Then, we have
We factor out t −1 from each rational function, so we obtain
We substitute t = s + 1 and simplify them to the form
Now we use the recurrence relation to obtain the coefficient of the constant terms. Then,
, we have c 2 = −1. Thus, if we sum up all these coefficients, we have 3, which is the number of lattice points in this triangle.
LattE produces the sum of rational functions which converges to the generating function of the lattice points of an input polytope. This generating function is a multivariate polynomial of finite degree. As we saw in Section 2.2 it is possible to count the number of lattice points without expanding the rational functions into the sum of monomials. Suppose that instead of wanting to know the number of lattice points we simply wish to decide whether there is one lattice point inside the polytope or not. The integer feasibility problem is an important and difficult problem (Aardal et al., 1998; Schrijver, 1986) . Obviously, one can simply compute the residues and then if the number of lattice points is non-zero, clearly, the polytope has lattice points. But something faster and more elementary can be done if we just test for the existence of lattice points. We are simply testing whether the polynomial has any monomials at all, or whether the polynomial is the zero polynomial.
Remember that all the coefficients of the polynomial are positive, and in fact equal to one. If we find a specific vector α of positive values whose substitution gives us a nonzero answer, then we are sure the polynomial has monomials. On the other hand if the answer is zero, the polynomial must be the zero polynomial since there is no cancellation of monomial values. Hence a single test on a non-zero vector, that avoids poles, evaluated at the rational functions decides integer feasibility. To implement this, one has to take care of large numbers with large integers. Another alternative is to substitute not just any vector, but a vector whose entries are roots of unity; thus it reduces the complexity.
Before we end our description of LattE, we must comment on how we deal with polytopes that are not full dimensional (e.g. transportation polytopes). Given the lower dimensional polytope P = {x ∈ R n : Ax = a, Bx ≤ b} with the d × n matrix A of full rowrank, we will use the equations to transform P into a polytope Q = {x ∈ R n−d : Cx ≤ c} in fewer variables, whose integer points are in one-to-one correspondence to the integer points of P. This second polytope will be the input to the main part of LattE. The main idea of this transformation is to find the general integer solution x = x 0 + n−d i=1 λ i g i to Ax = a and to substitute it into the inequalities Bx ≤ b, giving a new system Cx ≤ c in
It is known that the general integer solution Ax = a can be found via the Hermite normal form H = (R | 0) of A (Schrijver, 1986) . Here, R is a lower-triangular matrix and H = AU for some unimodular matrix U . Moreover, as A is supposed to have full row-rank, R is a non-singular d × d matrix. Let U 1 be the matrix consisting of the first d columns of U and U 2 be the matrix consisting of the remaining n − d columns of U . Now we have AU 1 = R and AU 2 = 0 and the columns of U 2 give the generators {g 1 , . . . , g n−d } of the integer null-space of A. Thus, it remains to determine a special integer solution x 0 to Ax = a.
To do this, first find an integer solution y 0 to H y = (R | 0)y = a, which is easy due to the triangular structure of R. With x 0 = U y 0 , we get Ax 0 = AU y 0 = H y 0 = a and have found all pieces of the general integer solution
Computational experience and performance
LattE provides an interactive Web page http://www.math.ucdavis.edu/ ∼ latte where any user can freely submit a problem to be tested. You can also find there the files of all the experiments presented in this section. If you are interested in a copy of the code, please write to the first author. At the moment we have been able to handle polytopes of dimension 30 and several thousands vertices. It is known that the theoretical upper bound of the number of unimodular cones is 2 dh , where
and where D is the volume of the fundamental parallelepiped of the input cone (Barvinok, 1994) . If we fix the dimension this upper bound becomes polynomial time. Unfortunately, if we do not fix the dimension, this upper bound becomes exponential. In practice this might be costly and some families of polytopes have large numbers of unimodular cones. The cross polytope family, for instance, has many unimodular cones and behaves badly. For example, for the cross polytope in six dimensions, with cross6.ine input file (Fukuda, 2001) , LattE took 147.63 s to finish computing. The number of lattice points of this polytope is obviously 13. Also, for the cross polytope in eight dimensions, with cross8.ine input file (Fukuda, 2001) , LattE took 85 311.3 s to finish computing, even though this polytope has only 16 vertices and the number of lattice points of this polytope is 17. For all computations, we used a 1 GHz Pentium PC machine running Red Hat Linux.
Here is a short description of how to use LattE. Suppose we want to count the number of lattice points inside a polytope
LattE admits to the following formats of the input. First, the user can provide CDD input (ine format; see the explanation in the manual presented at Fukuda (2001) For example, if we want to count the number of lattice points inside the unit standard cube in three dimensions, the input format is the following:
There are six inequalities in three variables + one entry corresponding to the right hand side (which is four entries) in this example. Now suppose we want to solve problems that are not full dimensional. We want to count the number of lattice points inside a polytope The input format for LattE when we wish to have equalities is the following:
For example, if we want to count the number of lattice points inside the polytope of the small knapsack problem {x + 2y + 3z = 6, x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, and z ≥ 0}, the input format must be the following: There are four inequalities in three variables + one entry (which is four entries) in this example.
We now report on computations with convex rational polytopes. We used a 1 GHz Pentium PC machine running Red Hat Linux. We begin with the class of multiway contingency tables. A d-table of size (n 1 , . . . , n d ) is an array of non-negative integers Table counting has several applications in statistical analysis, in particular for independence testing, and has been the focus of much research (see Diaconis and Gangolli, 1995 , and the extensive list of references therein). Given a specified collection of marginals for d-tables of size (n 1 , . . . , n d ) (possibly together with specified lower and upper bounds on some of the table entries) the associated multi-index transportation polytope is the set of all non-negative real valued arrays satisfying these marginals and entry bounds. The counting problem can be formulated as that of counting the number of integer points in the associated multi-index transportation polytope. We begin with a small example of a three-dimensional table of format 2 × 3 × 3 given below. The data displayed in Table 3 have been extracted from the 1990 decennial census and are used in Fienberg et al. (2001) . For the 2-marginals implied by these data we get the answer of 441 in less than a second.
We present now an example of a 3 × 3 × 3 table with fairly large 2-marginals. They are displayed in Table 4 . LattE took only 19.67 s of CPU time. The number of lattice points inside this polytope is 2249847900174017152559270967589010977293.
Next we present an example of a 3×3×4 table with large 2-marginals. The 2-marginals are displayed in Table 5 . The CPU time for this example was 44 min 42.22 s. The number (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a d ) . Consider the following problem: does there exist a non-negative integral vector x satisfying ax = a 0 for some positive integer a 0 ? We take several examples from Aardal et al. (2002a) which have been found to be extremely hard to solve by commercial quality branch-and-bound software. This is very surprising since the number of variables is at most ten. It is not very difficult to see that if the right-hand-side value a 0 is large enough, the equation will surely have a non-negative integer solution. The Frobenius number for a knapsack problem is the largest value a 0 such that the knapsack problem is infeasible. Aardal and Lenstra (Aardal et al., 2002a) solved them using the reformulation in Aardal et al. (1998) . Their method works significantly better than the branch-and-bound one using CPLEX 6.5. Here we demonstrate that our implementation of Barvinok's algorithm is fairly fast and, on the order of seconds, we resolved the first 15 problems in Table 1 of Aardal et al. (2002a) and verified that all are infeasible except prob9, where there is a mistake. The vector (3480, 1, 4, 4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) is a solution to the right-hand side 13385099. In fact, using LattE we know that the exact number of solutions is 838908602000. For comparison we named the problems exactly as in Table 1 of Aardal et al. (2002a) . We present our results in Table 6 . It is very interesting to know the number of lattice points Table 7 The number of lattice points if we add 1 to the Frobenius number Problem RHS # of lattice points cuww1 89643482  1  cuww2  89716839  1  cuww3  58925135  2  cuww4  104723596  1  cuww5  45094584  1  prob1  33367336  859202692  prob2  14215207  2047107  prob3  58424800  35534465752  prob4  60575666  63192351  prob5  62442885  21789552314  prob6  22382775  218842  prob7  27267752  4198350819898  prob8  21733991  6743959  prob10  106925262  102401413506276371 if we add 1 to the Frobenius number for each problem. In Table 7 , we find the number of solutions if we add 1 to the Frobenius number in each of the (infeasible) problems. The speed is practically the same as in the previous case. In fact the speed is the same regardless of the right-hand-side value a 0 . Already, counting the lattice points of large width convex polygons is a non-trivial task if one uses brute-force enumeration (e.g. list one by one the points in a bounding box of the polygon and see whether it is inside the polygon). Here we experiment with very large convex almost regular n-gons. Regular n-gons cannot have rational coordinates, but we can approximate them to any desired accuracy by rational polygons. In the following experiment we take regular n-gons, from n = 5 to n = 12, centered at the origin (these have only a handful of lattice points). We take a truncation of the coordinates up to 3, 9, and 15 decimal digits, then we multiply by a large enough power of 10 to make those vertex coordinates integral and we count the number of lattice points in the dilation. All experiments take less than a second (see Table 8 ). Table 8 The numbers of the approximated regular polygons. We show the number of lattice points in different dilation factors (powers of ten) and time of computation The next two sets of examples are families that have been studied quite extensively in the literature and provide us with a test for speed. In the first case we deal with two-way contingency tables. The polytope defined by a two-way contingency table is called the transportation polytope. We present the results in Table 9 . The second family consists of flow polytopes for the complete 4-vertex and the complete 5-vertex tournaments (directed complete graphs). Consider the directed complete graph K l for l ∈ N and l ≥ 3. We assign a number to each node of the graph. Then, we orient the arcs from the node of smaller index to the node of bigger index. Let N be the node set of the complete graph K l , let w i be a weight assigned to node i for i = 1, 2, . . . , l, and let A be the arc set of K l . Then, we have the following constraints, with as many variables as arcs:
These equalities and inequalities define a polytope and this polytope is the special case of a flow polytope. The results for the complete graphs K 4 and K 5 , with different weight vectors, are shown in Tables 10 and 11 respectively. These two families of polytopes have been studied by several authors (Baldoni-Silva et al., 2003; Beck and Pixton, 2003; Mount, 2000) and thus are good for testing the performance of LattE. We used several examples of transportation polytopes, as presented in the table below. In general, LattE runs at comparable performance to the software of Baldoni-Silva et al. (2003) and Beck and Pixton (2003) for generic vectors (a, b) but is slower for degenerate inputs (those that do not give a simple polytope). The reason seems to be that at each non-simplex vertex LattE needs to triangulate each cone which takes considerable time in problems of high dimension.
New Ehrhart (quasi-)polynomials
Given a rational polytope P ⊂ R d , the function
for a positive integer t, was first studied by Ehrhart (1977) and has received a lot of attention in combinatorics. It is known to be a polynomial when all vertices of P are integral and Table 9 Testing for 4 × 4 transportation polytopes Margins # of lattice points Time (s) [220, 215, 93, 64] , 1225914276768514 Table 10 Testing for the complete graph K 4 it is a quasi-polynomial for arbitrary rational polytopes. It is called the Ehrhart quasipolynomial in honor of its discoverer (Stanley, 1997, Chapter 4) . A function f : N → C is a quasi-polynomial if there is an integer N > 0 and polynomials f 0 , .
The integer N is called a quasi-period of f . Therefore, by counting the number of lattice points for sufficiently many dilations of a rational polytope, we can interpolate its Ehrhart quasi-polynomial. Using LattE, Maple, and interpolation, we have calculated the Ehrhart polynomials and quasi-polynomials for polytopes that are slices or nice truncations of the unit d-cube. To the best of our knowledge these values were not known before. For example, the 24-cell polytope centered at the origin with smallest integer coordinates has Ehrhart polynomial i 24 cell (s) = 8s 4 + 32s 3 3 +8s 2 + 16s 3 +1. In Table 12 , we see the Ehrhart polynomials for the hypersimplices ∆(n, k). They are defined as the slice of the n-cube of the hyperplane of equation
because of the symmetries of the regular cube. The hypersimplices form one of the most famous families of 0/1-polytopes. It is known that hypersimplices are compressed polytopes (Ohsugi and Hibi, 2001) . This means that their Ehrhart polynomials can be recovered from the f -vectors of any of their reverse lexicographic triangulations. Instead, we recovered them explicitly for the first time using LattE and interpolation. We also have the Ehrhart quasi-polynomials of some truncated unit cubes. Fig. 4 if s ≡ 2 mod 3.
Proposition 8. The Ehrhart quasi-polynomial for the truncated unit cube in
Other enumeration algorithms and future work
We have demonstrated the practical relevance of Barvinok's cone decomposition approach for counting lattice points and deriving formulas. Several other algorithms are available to carry out the same kind of enumeration. It is important to implement them all in the same computer system for comparison of performance and to corroborate that the answers are correct. Some problems are solvable by some methods but not by others. To close this article we quickly review some of the algorithms available to date that will appear in the future versions of LattE.
We have established that the major practical bottleneck of Barvinok's algorithm is the fact that a polytope may have too many vertices. Since we visit all vertices to compute the rational function the result can be costly. For example, in the case of multiway transportation polytopes, the number of vertices is much larger than the number of facetdefining inequalities. For example, the well-known polytope of semi-magic cubes in the 4 × 4 × 4 case has over two million vertices, but only 64 inequalities describe the polytope. This is the same with other classical challenges such as the 5 × 5 magic square matrices (see Ahmed et al., in press , for details on these examples). In such cases we propose the following simple variation of Barvinok's algorithm. In a forthcoming paper we will use it to solve several very large problems of combinatorial interest. See De Loera et al. (2003) for details.
Algorithm 11 (Dealing with Polytopes with few Facets).
(1) Position the d-dimensional polytope P inside R d+1 by embedding the polytope at level x d+1 = 1.
(2) Consider the (d + 1)-dimensional cone over P; call this cone K . Compute the polar K * of this cone. Since the number of facets of P is small compared to its vertices the number of rays of the cone K * is small. (3) Apply Barvinok's decomposition of K * into unimodular cones. Polarize back each of these cones. It is known (e.g. Barvinok and Pommersheim, 1999, Corollary 2.8) that by dualizing back we get a unimodular cone decomposition of K . From it we can retrieve a signed sum of rational functions that has all the lattice points of K as monomials. (4) Now the issue is how to extract just the lattice points of P. This can be done by a suitable monomial substitution that gives a coarser generating function graded into levels for the cone K . In other words, the polytope P is by construction at level x d+1 = 1, and thus the monomials associated with the lattice points in P are of the form z We want to group together all such monomials. The problem is that the substitution may be a pole of one or more of the rational functions. We need to know the coefficient of t when the variables z i tend to 1. This can be done by the Laurent series calculations described before (Barvinok and Woods, 2003 , Theorem 2.6).
We have discovered that there is a strong dependence of the poles of the rational function on the way we apply the decomposition. Roughly speaking, this depends on choosing a good initial triangulation of the cone.
Another successful counting algorithm (and one that can be merged into the polar Barvinok algorithm) is based on Gröbner and Hilbert bases. Let A be an m × d integral matrix. Consider a convex pointed polyhedral cone C = {x | Ax = 0, x ≥ 0}. We wish to study C ∩ Z d . With any rational pointed polyhedral cone C = {Ax = 0, x ≥ 0} and a field k we associate a semigroup ring, R C = k[x a : a ∈ C ∩ Z d ]. A Hilbert basis of the cone C is a finite set of vectors in S C such that every other element of S C is a non-negative integer combination of these elements. The main theorem states that R C equals k[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ]/I C where I C is the toric ideal generated by binomial relationships holding among the N Hilbert basis elements (see Cox et al., 1997; Sturmfels, 1996; Lasserre, 2002) . It turns out that R C is a graded k-algebra. A graded k-algebra has a decomposition R C = R C (i ), where each R C (i ) collects all elements of degree i and it is a k-vector space (with R C (0) = k). Several "analytic" algorithms have been proposed by many authors (Baldoni-Silva and Vergne, 2001; Beck and Pixton, 2003; Lasserre and Zeron, 2002; MacMahon, 1960; Pemantle and Wilson, 2001) . A couple of these methods have been implemented and appear as the fastest for unimodular polyhedra. None of them has been implemented for arbitrary rational polytopes. Consider, for example, Beck's method. Let . One approach for obtaining the particular coefficient is to use the residue theorems. For example, it was seen in Beck (2000) that if M i denotes the i th column of the defining matrix M, then
Here 0 < 1 , . . . , m < 1 are different numbers such that we can expand all the 1 1−z M k into the power series about 0. It is possible to do a partial fraction decomposition of the integrand into a sum of simple fractions. This was done very successfully to carry out very hard computations regarding the Birkhoff polytopes (Beck and Pixton, 2003) . Vergne and collaborators have recently developed a powerful general theory concerning the multivariate rational functions 
